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BOOK CHAPTERS


al. (Eds.), Global perspectives on well-being in immigrant families. NY: Springer. (pp. 259-273).


italiana con la SCORS, in Abbate L., Massaro V. *La valutazione delle relazioni oggettuali e delle rappresentazioni sociali con il TAT*. Raffaello Cortina, Milano (pp. 115-131).
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perspective toward adolescents’ life satisfaction. *XVIIth European Conference on Developmental Psychology.* Braga, Portugal, 08-12 September.


27. Pallini S., Laghi F., Baiocco R., Bellucci M.T. (2013). Attachment relationship with professional caregiver, attentive behavior and emotional regulation. 6th International Attachment Conference- IAC, August 30th-September 1st, Pavia, Italy.
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